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MAJ Jardon - OCAR TC FI
CPT Shuler  - USARC TC OI
CW3 Smith  - USARC G4
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ARMY RESERVE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

ARMY RESERVE AWRP POSITION

- ARMY RESERVE AWRP POSITION
  - Support Army PREPO IAW DOD Directive 1225.6
  - PREPO Endstate – Transfer Vessels to AMC

- MULTI-COMPO
  - Execute DA Plan as Ordered

- FUTURE
  - Will Re-evaluate Army Reserve Watercraft Position in TAA 11
MILESTONES

• 175th TC Co (FCM)
  – Converts to Watercraft Maint Co, Edate 20030916

• 467th TC Co (FC)
  – Converts to Multi-Compo (M-C) 20030916
  – Reevaluate AC/RC split
  – Question Concerning Fielding of MCS Sets

• 203rd Trans Det (LSV #8)
  – No Funding for LSV#8
  – Carrier Edate 20050916
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MILESTONES

• 548th Trans Det (LSV #7)
  – Under Construction
  – Edate 20020916

• 805th Trans Det (LSV #3)
  – Mobilized in Support of ONE/OEF, 26 Mar 02

• 464th TC Co (MB)
  – Inactivate (J) 20030915
MILESTONES

• 949th TC Co (FC)
  – Converts to M-C Floating Craft. Edate 20030916

• 481st TC Co (HB)
  – Convert to M-C 20030916

• 824th TC Co (HB)
  – Converts to M-C. Edate 20020917
MILESTONES

• 332nd TC Bn
  – Convert to M-C. Edate 20020917
  – Evaluation on USARSO Mission

• 680th TC LARC(Lighter Amphibious Resupply Cargo Co)
  – Inactivate (J) Edate 20030415
ISSUES

• AC Authorizations for Multi-Compo Units

• USARC Continues to Implement Plan Based on DOD DIR 1225.6/TAA/ARSTRUC/Lock Force

• Vessel to Crew Ratio for Training

• Equipment Funding
  – Logistic Support Vessel (LSV)
  – Theater Support Vessel (TSV)
  – Modular Causeway System (MCS)
  – Vessel Bridge Simulator (VBS)
  – Containerized Maintenance Facility (CMF)
QUESTIONS?

MAJ Jardon - 703.601.0650
Robert.Jardon@ocar.army.pentagon.mil

CPT Shuler – 404.464.8681
LuciusS@usarc-emh2.army.mil

CW3 Smith – 404.464.8143
Jimmy.Smith@usarc-emh2.army.mil